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Knot Tying 
 

Objective: The certified candidate will demonstrate the ability to tie the 
following knots. 
 

FIGURE 8 FOLLOW THOUGH: 

Used for attaching end of rope to 

rescue equipment or to a harness. A 

single figure 8 is tied, sent though the 

equipment and then retraced back to 

its starting point. It should be backed 

up with an overhand knot. 

 

PRUSSIK KNOT: Used as a backup 

to a belay device. Can also be used to 

ascend a line. This knot will grip the 

rope when force is applied and slide 

when it is loosened. Shown is a three-

wrap prussik. 

 

BACHMAN: Another friction knot. 

One end is put through the 

carabineer. It is then wrapped around 

line and carabineer at least three 

times. Carabineer should be locked 

when complete. Can be used with 

cordage or webbing.  
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DOUBLE FISHERMAN: Used to 

tie two lines together. It is a very 

strong and compact knot that is easily 

tied. Difficult to untie once it has 

been loaded. 

 

WATER KNOT or RING BEND:  

Used for joining either tubular or flat 

nylon webbing. Tie a loose overhand 

knot in one piece of webbing. Follow 

the overhand knot back through. It 

should be backed up with an 

overhand knot leaving tails 2" or 

longer.                                                          

 

 

MUNTER HITCH: An excellent 

self-reversing friction knot suitable 

for belaying. Used when Figure 8 or 

Stitcht plate is not available. 

             

HASTY SEAT: Used with tubular 

webbing for a harness.   
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ANCHORING 
 

Objective:  The certified candidate will demonstrate the ability to construct 
a variety of anchors and anchoring systems. 
 

KNOTLESS ANCHOR: Used to secure 

the end of a stationary line. At least 3 wraps 

are made around a Bombproof Anchor 

(BFA - Big Friendly Anchor). 

 

SINGLE ANCHOR: Used to secure to 

Bombproof Anchor (BFA - Big Friendly 

Anchor). Two pieces of webbing should be 

used. 

TWO POINT EQUALIZED ANCHOR: 

When a BFA cannot be found an anchor 

system must be used. Two or more points 

are connected together to share or equalize 

the load. The webbing is twisted to allow 

the knot to 'slide' in case of a load shift. 

Also, if one anchor should fail, you would 

still be connected. 

 

THREE POINT EQUALIZED 

ANCHOR: Here three points are used to 

distribute the load. Again note the twists in 

the webbing 
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LOW ANGLE RESCUE SYSTEM 
 

Objective: 
The certified candidate will define LAR and describe when a LAR will be 
appropriate. The candidate will construct a Low Angle Rescue System with 
a 3:1 Mechanical Advantage. The candidate will demonstrate the use of 
this system for both raising and lowering a rescue toboggan. 
 
A low angle rescue situation is one where rescuers can easily scramble 
without using their hands against the slope for balance. This may be a 
slope where a fall would result in a tumble but would not be fatal. If 
rescuers must rappel down it then this would be a high angle rescue. If 
there is any significant danger below the slope, such as a cliff or dangerous 
water this also should be treated as a high angle situation. The most likely 
scenario for a low angle rescue would be when a skier has skied off a trail 
down into an embankment.  
 
 
A 3:1 mechanical advantage allows 
the rescuers the ability to haul using 
1/3 the effort. This is achieved 
through use of pulleys. With a 3:1 
MA 3' of rope must be pulled for the 
load to move 1'. 
 
 

 
 

 
The load would be a toboggan or 
stokes basket. Every rescuer that 
descends should be attached to this 
with a hasty seat sling or harness.  
 
The rescue line will be secured to 
the toboggan with a follow through 
Figure 8 knot. 
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A pulley 
will be 
fixed at 
the 
anchor 
(orange 
webbing). 
A backup 
(Prussik 
shown – 
pink line/ purple webbing) should be established in front of the pulley in 
case of system failure. One rescuer will be needed to monitor this during 
lowering and raising.  
 

The line should go through a belay device (Figure 8, ATC, 
etc.). This end of the line will also be tied with a follow 
through Figure 8 knot (anchored to yellow webbing).  
 
The belay device will be used to lower the load. 
When the load is raised all slack will be pulled through the 
belay device.  

 

 

 
Shown above, a Prussik is attached to the tail rope as a static 
backup. Should there be a failure in the knot, carabineer, or handles 
then the tail rope will provide a backup anchor.  
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